
LUGGAGE TOP BOX 
INSTRUCTIONS
Please read instructions carefully and retain for future 
reference. Failure to follow the instructions in this guide may 
result in damage to the product or motorcycle and / or 
personal injury.

This luggage box is designed for carrying and storage 
of everyday personal items, caution should be made to 
avoid over-loading the top box which may result in 
abnormal handling of the motorcycle / scooter. 
It should only be used at road legal speeds.

The top box uses a universal fitting plate which must be fitted 
to a carrier on the motorcycle / scooter of sufficient strength to 
support the top box.  It is the user’s responsibility to ensure the 
top box and fitting plate is routinely inspected after fitment, to 
ensure it is secure and stable.

Product Code: LUGBOX10

FITMENT

WHAT’S IN THE BOX
 1. Top box (1pc)
 2. Fitting plate (1pc)
 3. Bottom stay brackets (2pc)
 4. Round washer (8pc)
 5. Bolts & nuts (4pc)
 6. Anchor bolt & washer (1pc)
 7. Keys (2pc)
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1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7.

Place the fitting plate on top of the motorcycle’s carrier rack, with the raised 
edge facing forwards.

Then place the two bottom stay brackets under the carrier-rack, and secure to the 
fitting plate using the bolts washers and nuts.

The carrier-rack should be between the fitting-plate and bottom stray brackets 
(see diagram above) 

Adjust the position of the fitting plate so that it is located uniformly and then 
tighten the bolts and nuts further.

Place the top box onto the fitting plate, ensuring to engage the back of the base  
into the rasied front edge of the fitting plate.

Open the top box lid, insert the anchor bolt and washer through the hole in the 
base and tighten into the fitting plate.  

FITMENT DIAGRAM

IMPORTANT INFO 

Due to the anti-tamper internal anchor bolt fitting, the top box can be left on 
the motorcycle when not in use. Alternatively, it can be removed simply by 
unscrewing the anchor bolt and lifting the box off the fitting-plate. 

The top box features a spring-activated self-locking mechanism. When the lid 
is closed the box is automatically locked. It is opened simply by using the keys 
provided. TAKE CARE NOT TO SHUT THE KEY IN THE TOP BOX!

WARNING 
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